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Abstract 
Existence, uniqueness and continuity properties of solutions of stochastic Volterra equations 
with singular integral kernels (driven by Brownian motion) are proven. 
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1. Introduction and framework 
Equations of Volterra type involving stochastic ntegrals arise in many applications 
and have been investigated in a number of papers, see e.g., Berger and Mizel (1980) 
Oksendal and Zhang (1993), Protter (1985) and Pardoux and Protter (1990) and the 
references quoted in these articles. In the present paper we consider stochastic 
Volterra equations driven by a Brownian motion (or rather its time derivative - white 
noise) which involve deterministic kernels with a singularity. It is expected that our 
approach can be generalized to singular stochastic kernels which also depend in 
a non-linear way on the solution process. Consider the following equation: 
X(t) = Y(t) + f l  K(t,s)X(s)dB(s), t >>. O, (1.1) 
where Y is some possibly anticipating process (which might also be generalized, see 
below). K is a deterministic kernel which might be singular as s approaches t. For 
a very interesting example of an equation like (1.1) from economics (with anticipating 
Y, however with regular K) we refer the reader to the article by Oksendal and Zhang 
(1993). Equations of the type (1.1) with singular kernel K arise for example in 
stochastic partial differential equations, ee e.g., Potthoff (1993). Similarly to Oksendal 
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and Zhang (1993), we consider Eq. (1.1) as an equation for a generalized process X, 
more precisely, for a mapping X from R+ into the space (S)* of Hida distributions 
(e.g., Hida et al., 1993). The fact that Y might be anticipating, as well as that X (and Y) 
is generalized suggests - as it is customary by now - to consider the stochastic ntegral 
in (1.1) as a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral (see below). This point of view allows for the 
application of a number of tools from white noise analysis (Hida et al., 1993), and with 
these tools we prove existence and uniqueness of a solution of (1.1) in (be)*. 
In order to state our main result and to sketch our approach let us quickly review 
some background from white noise analysis. For proofs and more details we refer to 
Hida et al. (1993) and the references quoted there. 
Let (be'(R), ~, #) denote the white noise probability space, and denote by (L 2) the 
space L2(be'(R), ~, #). The canonical coordinate process X:be(R) ~ (L 2) given by 
XI(~):= (co, f ) ,  co ~ be'(R), extends continuously from be(R) to L2(R). The choice 
f=  lto.o leads to a version B(t) := Xh0,,,, t ~> 0, of Brownian motion which we shall 
consider henceforth. 
(L 2) contains a (complete) subspace denoted by (be) consisting of "smooth" random 
variables: for example, the kernels in the chaos decomposition of an element in (be) 
belong to the Schwartz space of test functions. The random variables in (6") admit 
a pointwise (on be'(R)) defined, strongly continuous version. (be) is a nuclear Fr6chet 
space with dual (be*), called the space of Hida distributions. 
If ~ ~ be(R), and ~ ~ be'(R), let 
:e (°~'¢> := exp((¢o, ¢5 -- ½1412) • 
Here (.,.) denotes dual pairing, and 1"12 denotes the norm of L2(R). The mapping 
to ~ :e<~°'¢>: belongs to (be). Thus we can define for every • ~(be)* the following 
function S~ on be(R) - its so-called S-transform: 
S~(~)=(~,:e<"~>:),  ~e~(R) .  
The following characterization f the space of Hida distributions via the S-transform 
will be one of the essential ingredients of this paper. We say that a complex-valued 
function F on be(R) is a U-functional if the following two conditions hold: 
(A) F is everywhere on be(~) ray-entire, i.e., for all r/, ~ ~ be(R), the mapping 
2 ~ F(~/+ 2¢), 2 ~ R, has an entire analytic extension (denoted by the same symbol); 
(B) there exist constants K1, K2 ~> 0 and fl,7 E N w {0}, so that for all z e C and 
e be(R) the following bound holds true: 
IF(z¢)l ~< K,exp(K21zl21¢l~,O, (1.2) 
where {['la. r, fl, 7 = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  } is the standard family of seminorms on the Schwartz 
space be(R). 
One can also think of F as being defined on the complexified Schwartz space 
bec(R) = {r/+ i~:~/, ~ ~ Ae(~)}. Define semi-norms I'lp, e on ~c(R)  by 
"2  2+12 = ~l~.~.  
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Then (A) is just saying that F is ray-entire on 6:c (R), and the estimate (1.2) is implied 
by the condition IF(~)I ~< Klexp(K21¢1~.~) for all ~ • 6:c(R). 
Theorem 1.1. If • belongs to (6a) * then S~ is a U-functional, and conversely if F is 
a U-functional then there exists a unique element in (6:)* with 6#-transform equal to F. 
This result allows one to study the rather regular U-functionals instead of the 
elements in (~)*. In view of Eq. (1.1), it is then interesting to give a formula for the 
S-transform of the stochastic integral with respect o Brownian motion. To this end, 
let us recall the definition of the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. 
First we have to remark that the fact that (6:) is Fr6chet allows one to define Pettis 
integrals in (6:)*: assume that t ~ q~(t) • (~)*, t • •, is weakly in L1 (~,dt), then the 
Pettis integral ~R ~(t)dt of • defined by 
(~( t )d t ,~o)=iR(q~(t ) , tp )dt ,  for all tp • (~), 
belongs to (~)*. (Of course, one can define such Pettis integrals over general measure 
spaces in the same way.) Let ~, denote the G~teaux derivative in direction of the Dirac 
distribution t~, at t • I~. Then 0t acts continuously on (6e), and therefore its adjoint 
t3* acts on the space of Hida distributions (6:) *. Assume that t ~-~ X(t) e (6:)*, t • R, is 
such that t ~-~ O* X(t) is weakly in L I(R, dr). Then we define the Hitsuda-Skorokhod 
integral of X(t) by 
f X(t)dB(t) := ft3* X(t)dt. (1.3) 
It turns out that this is an extension of the usual It6 integral of X with respect o 
Brownian motion. Criteria for the existence of the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral (1.3) 
can be found in Benth (1993), Kondrat'ev and Streit (1991) and Hida et al. (1993). If we 
now use the elementary fact that t~t exp (( -, ~ ) ) = ~ (t) exp ((., ~ ) ), we find immediately 
the following formula: 
s( f x(t)dB(t))(O -- f S(X(t))(~)~(t)dt, (1.4) 
where the last integral is a standard Lebesgue integral. Thus the S-transform of 
Eq. (1.1) is given by 
)((t)(~) = IT(t)(~) + f l  K(t,s)2(s)(~)~(s)ds, 6:(0~), (1.5) 
where we have abbreviated S~ by ~. 
Eq. (1.4) can be used to extend the definition of the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. 
Suppose that t ~ X(t) • (6e) * is such that the right-hand side of (1.4) exists and is 
a U-functional. Then define ~X(t)dB(t) to be the unique element of (6:)* whose 
S-transform is given by (1.4). Then if .((t) satisfies Eq. (1.5) and if .~ (t) is U-functional 
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for each t, then X(t) =-S-X(X(t)) satisfies Eq. (1.1) in this broader sense of Hit- 
suda-Skorokhod integrability. 
Our strategy is to solve (1.5) by use of a fixed point principle and by showing that 
the solution is an appropriate U-functional, so that we can reverse the S-transform 
with an application of Theorem 1.1. Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1.2 Let K be a real-valued measurable function on the triangular egion {(t, s): 
t >1 O, 0 <~ s < t} in R 2 such that [K(t,s)[ <~ A( t -  s) -1/2. Let Y:[0, o0)~(6e)*  be 
a generalized process uch that 
(i) Y is weakly measurable; i.e., t ~ (Y(t),  dp ) is measurable for all c~ ~ (6P) 
(ii) there is a constant C > 0 such that for each t >~ 0 and ~ ~ 6e(R), 
IY(t, 4)1 ~< (1 + I f(0,~)l)exp(Ctl~12). 
Then there is a unique generalized process X: I-0, ~ )~ (S~)* that solves the Volterra 
Eq. (1.1). 
In the statement above, Y(t, 4) is an abbreviation for S [ Y(t)](~), and l" I~o denotes 
the sup norm. Furthermore, the growth restriction on the kernel K only plays a role 
near the line s = t. All the results of this paper remain valid for kernels K such that 
there exists 6>0 with [K(t,s)l <. A ( t - s )  -1/2 for 0<( t -s )~< 6 and with 
K bounded for (t - s) > 6. In this paper we deal with kernels with global growth 
constraints in order to keep the main line of argument as clear as possible. 
In Section 2 we show the existence of a solution of (1.5). In Section 3 we show that 
the solution obtained is a U-functional for each t and derive the existence of a solution 
of (1.1). In Section 4 we derive an appropriate Gronwall inequality and use it to 
establish the uniqueness of the solution. Finally, in Section 5 we show that some 
continuity assumptions on the kernel K and the process Y give a solution X that is 
sequentially continuous in the strong topology of (~)*. 
The results of this paper seem to generalize to the case where ~ > - 1 by allowing 
the solution to be in the more general Kondrat'ev spaces (6e) -p, 0 ~< p ~< 1. This has 
been investigated by Benth et al. (in preparation). 
2. Existence of a solution for (1.5) 
We apply Banach's contraction mapping principle in an appropriate Banach space. 
We obtain somewhat sharper esults by allowing the norm of the Banach space to 
vary with the size of the singularity of the kernel K as well as with the growth rate of 
f .  The proof of our main result could be obtained by just setting • = - 2 in what 
follows. 
Suppose that K(t, s) is a measurable function on {(t,s) e ~2: t ~ 0, 0 ~ S < t} such 
that [K(t,s)[ <~ A(t - s)~ for some constant A >I 0and for - 22 ~< ~ ~ 0. Suppose that 
f is a function on [0, oo ) x ~ec(R ) that satisfies 
(a) f(t,.) is a U-functional for each t t> 0, 
(b) f( . ,¢) is measurable for each ¢ e 6ec(R), and 
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(c) l I?(t, 4)1 ~< (1 + I I?(0, ¢)l)exp(Ctl¢l ~tl +~)) for each t >/0 and ¢ e ~(R) .  
We emphasize that Y(0, ¢) can be an arbitrary U-functional. Note that if Y satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1.2 then Y(t, 4) - S [Y(t)](¢) satisfies conditions (a)-(c). 
Choose L larger than [C 1+~] v [AF(1 + ~)], where the F refers to the standard 
gamma function. Define a weight function w on [0, oo ) × ~c(~)  by 
1 
w(t,~) = 1 + I Y(0,~)I exp( - t [L l~ l~] l / "+~) '  
Note that as ct goes from 0 to - ½, 1/(1 + ~) goes from 1 to 2. I fu is a complex-valued 
function on [0, oo ) x ~c(~) ,  let 
Ilullw = suplu(t, ~)l .w(t,¢). 
Let E denote the space of all such functions u such that u(' ,~) is measurable and 
Ilull,~ < oo. Note that (b) and (c) above imply that ~ is in E since L > C1+% 
Proposition. E is a complex Banach space with norm II'll ~. 
Proof. It is clear that E is a complex vector space and that [[ ' I[w is a norm on E. (Note 
that w(t, ~) > 0, so if [I u [1~ = 0, then u is identically zero.) We show that E is complete 
under this norm. Let (u,) be a Cauchy sequence in E. Then for each fixed t and ~, 
(u, (t, ~)) is Cauchy in C, and so there is a function u~o such that u, converges point-wise 
to u~. In particular uoo(', ~) is measurable. Let e > 0. Given a fixed t and ¢, choose 
n(t,~) such that luoo(t,¢) - u~(t,¢)l < e/w(t,¢). Then 
[uoo(t,¢)lw(t,¢) <<. lu~(t,¢) -Un(t,¢) lw(t,~) + lu.(t,¢)lw(t,~) 
~< e + sup II un LI w. 
n 
Thus Ilu~ IIw < oo. Given e > 0, choose N such that ]lun - u,~ IIw < ~ for n,m >~ N. 
Then for such n and m, 
[u~ - uo~l(t,¢)w(t,¢) <~ e + [Um -- uo~l(t, ¢)w(t,¢). 
Hold n fixed and let m ~ oo to get 
lu, - uo~l(t, ¢)w(t,¢) <~ ~ for all t, ~. 
Hence II un - uoo IIw ~ ~ for n ~> N, and so u, ~ uoo in E. []  
If u e E, define a function Fu by 
Fu (t, ~) = ? (t, ~) + f l  K (t, s)u(s, ¢)~(s)ds (2. 1) 
The integral in this formula is finite since u and ~ are bounded on [0, t] and K (t, .) is 
integrable on [0, t]. 
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Theorem 2.1. F is a strict contraction on E. 
Proof. Let u,v ~ E. Then for each t ~> 0 and ¢ ~ 5~c(R), 
IFu(t,~) - Fv(t,~)l <<. ; i  IK(t,s)ll~(s)llu - vl(s,¢)ds 
h I~1~ f i ( t  - s)=lu - ~< vl (s, ¢) ds 
fo ~< Al~l~llu - vllw(1 + I?(0,~)1) (t-s)~xexp(s[Ll~l~]l/"+~)ds. 
We estimate the integral with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  c > 0 and a > - 1, then 
f i ( t  _ s),eC~ds ~< F(1 + g) C 1 "''-'-~ ect" 
Proof. Make the change of variables x = c(t - s). Then 
( t - s )  %csds= I ( -~  e(a-x)(  - dx 
Jc, \ c /  \ 
eCt ~ct e a 
- c i~ jo  x%-~dX<~c-F~F(1 +~). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). For each t/> 0 and ~ 6 6ec(R) with ~ ~ 0, 
IFu - Fvl(t,¢) <~ [lu - vll~ 
Ar(1 + =)l~l~ [1 + [ Y(O,~)l]exp(t[Ll~[~] 1/(1+~)) 
Ll~l® 
and so 
IFu - Fvl(t,¢)'w(t,~) <~ 
AF(1 + ~) 
L 
Ilu - v l lw .  
Hence 
II Fu - Fv  II w ~ AF(1  + ~)II u - v II w. 
L 
Since L > AF(1 + ~), F is a strict contraction on E. [] 
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By the contraction mapping principle there is a unique element v of E such that 
v = Fv; that is, v(t,~) = f ( t ,~)  + ~oK(t,s)v(s,~)~(s)ds. 
3. Existence of  a solution for (1.1) 
We now show that the fixed point v in Section 2 is a U-functional for each t ~> 0 and 
that S-  1 v solves Eq. (1.1). 
Let E, be the set of all functions u in E such that u(t, ") is a U-functional for each 
t >~ 0. Note that Y is in Eo. We will show that Ea is a closed subspace of E and that 
F maps Eo into itself. One can then conclude that the fixed point of F lies in E,. 
Lemma 3.1. E~ is a closed subspace of E. 
Proof. It is clear that E. is algebraically closed under the vector space operations in E. 
We show that Ea is topologically closed. 
Let (u.) be a sequence of functions in E. that converges (in the norm of E) to 
a function u in E. Since H u. - u IIw ~ 0, then 
1 
[u. - ul(t, ~) exp( - t[L[~[o~] 1/(1 +~)) ~ 0 (3.1) 
1 + I ?(0,~)1 
as n -~ ~.  So for fixed t and ~, u.(t, ~) converges (pointwise) to u(t,~). 
Let M = sup. II u. IIw. Then 
[u,l(t,z~) <~ M[1 + I?(O, zOl]exp[t(Llz¢lo~) 1/(1+~)] 
~< g l exp [(g2 + K3 t)]zl 2 II ff It ~,~], (3.2) 
where the constants do not depend on n. The same estimate holds for u as well since 
Ilullw ~< M. 
Fix t i> 0 and g, ¢ ~ 5ec(R) • Letf.(z) = u.(t,r 1 + z~). Then 
1 
If,(z) - f,,(z)l ~< II u. - u., tlw, w(t,q + z~) 
so for each fixed z ~ C, (f.(z)) is Cauchy. By (3.2), (f.) is uniformly bounded on 
compact subsets of C. By Vitali's theorem, (f.) converges to an entire functionf(z). By 
(3.1), f ( z )= u(t, q + z(). Since this holds for each t>~ 0 and q,~ e 5gc(lt~), u(t,') is 
ray-entire. Thus u(t,') is a U-functional. Therefore Ea is closed in E. [] 
Lemma 3.2. F maps Ea into Ea. 
Proof. Let u eEa. Then for each fixed s>~0 and ~/ ,~e~c(R) ,  the map 
z ~ u(s, ~ + z~) is entire. Let 
g(z, s) = K(t ,s)u(s ,  ,7 + z¢)[U(s) + z¢(s)] 
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for each z e C, s ~> 0. Then 
I9(z,s)] <~ A(t - s)'[[r/[oo + [z[ [¢[o~]K1 exp(K,¢s[z[Z). (3.3) 
Let F be a rectifiable contour (simple closed curve) in C. Since F is compact and 
~> -½,  then [O[ is integrable on /" x [0,t) with respect to da x ds, where a is 
arclength on/ ' .  So by Fubini's theorem 
fr fl g(z,s)dsdz = fi[frO(Z,s)dz]ds=O, 
since z ~ O (z, s) is entire. Since this holds for every rectifiable contour F, Morera's 
theorem implies that z ~ ~o 0 (z, s) ds is entire. 
Since u e E~, then 
lu(s, zOI <~ Ilullw[1 + [Y(O,z~)l]exp(s[Llz~[~]l/"+')). 
So 
f l  K(t, s)u(s,z~)z¢(s) ds
hlzll¢loo [1 + I ?(0,z01] fi(t- s)~ exp(s[L[z~loo ]l/~l +a)) ds 
A 
~< ~K1 exp [g2 Izl 2 I~l~,v] exp(t[Llzll¢ I~] 1/" +=)), 
<~ K3exp[K41zl 2I~1~',~'], 
using Lemma 2.2 and the fact that 1/(1 + ~) ~< 2. Thus ~ ~ So K (t, s)u (s, 4)~ (s)ds is 
a U-functional. Since I?(t,.) is a U-functional for each t t> 0, then Fu(t,.) is also 
a U-functional for each t ~> 0. Therefore Fu ~ E,. [] 
We have shown that F is a contraction on the Banach space Ea -~ E, so the unique 
fixed point v of F in E must be in the smaller space Ea. Thus we have proven the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let v be the fixed point ofF in E. Then v(t,') is a U-functional for each 
t >~O. 
As we pointed out in the introduction (the paragraph following Eq. (1.5)), Theorem 
3.3 implies that 6?-iv(t, .) solves Eq. (1.1). 
4. Uniqueness of the solution 
Our argument in the previous sections shows that the solution X(t) of (i.1) is 
unique among all functions from [0, oo) into (50)* such that SX(t)(O ~ E. We have 
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not yet shown that our solution X is unique among all (Se)*-valued functions on 
[0, oo ). In order to prove uniqueness of the solution, we first derive a Gronwall-l ike 
inequality that is of independent interest. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose f: [0, ~ ) ~ R + satisfies the inequality 
;0 f ( t )  <~ a + b ( t -  s) ' f (s)ds,  
for constants a, b >~ 0 and ~ ~ [ - 1/2,0]. Then 
f( t )  <~ K1 a exp [K2 tb 1/(1 +~)], 
for positive constants K1 and K2 that depend only on ~. 
Proofi By iteration, 
f ( t )  <. a + b ( t -  Sl) ~ a + b (sl - s2)~f(sz)ds2 dsl 
; fl fo =a+ab ( t - s )  ~dsl +b 2 ( t - s l )~  (s l - s2 )~f (s2)ds2ds l  o 
and more generally, for any n ~> 1, 
f ( t )  <~ a + ab (t - s)~dsl + ab 2 (t -- S) a (Sl - -  s2 )ads2  dsl + "'" 
; f o + ab" ( t -  sl) ~ (s~ - s2) ~ ... (s, 1 - s,)~ds, ds,-1 ... dSl o 
;i fl + b ~+1 ( t -  sl) ~ ... ( s , -  s ,+ lY f (s ,+ l )ds ,+ lds ,  ... dsl. 
Each term in this sum is non-negative, so 
f ( t )  <. a" ~ bJKj(t), 
j=o  
where Ko(t) = 1 and fo r j />  1, 
Kj(t) = f i  (t - Sl)" (s, s2) ~ fi' '(Sj_ l sA" ds~ ds,. 
I f f  9 are integrable on [0, oo), let 
f l  f (t - s)g(s)ds. f *o ( t )  
Then 
Ki(t) = 9*9*  "'" "9"  1, where 9(t) = t ~. 
k ; "v 
j times 
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Let ~e 9 be the Laplace transform of 9: 
= fo  e-'~O(t)dt" &°g(2) 
Then, since 5e( f ,  9)(4) = [~f (2 ) ]  [&ag(2)], 
(&aKj)(2) = [h°O(2)]J'(sea)(2 ) = [F(~ + 1)2 - ( '+' ) ] j '~ 
---- (F (~ q- 1))J2 - [ j ( '+ l )+ l l  
But  
SO 
Le- ' (4 -x )  = tx -  ~/r(x) ,  
Kj(t) = t 1(~+') [ r (e  + 1)] j 
r [ j (~  + 1) + 1]  
Now if x/> ½, then 
- -  <<.F(x )~ \e /  \x /  
e l ' ° / - /  / - - /  • 
So for j >t 1, 
r [ j (~  + 1) + 1] =j(~ + l ) . r ( j (~ + 1)) 
~>j,/2(~ + 1),/2(2~)l/2.(J(g; 1)) j(~+') 
(:) ,+1, • j (  
= cjx/2k 1. 
>1 CkQ-~/2" (j!)~+ 1 
Ks(t) <~ kl k{ ,) (j!)(,+l) t J('+ , 
Hence 
for positive constants k, and k2 that depend only on ~. Put this into the series estimate 
forf(t)  to obtain 
kJ2bJtJ(_____~21~ 
~=o (j!)~+ i 
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If Ct = 0, thenf ( t )  ~< akle k~bt. If - ½ ~< ct < 0, then express 
~ k½bJtJ'l+~'as ~ F(2k2b,J/'l+~'tJ~l+~ [1]  
j=0 (j!)(l+.) j :0  L j,l J " ~ ' 
and use H61der's inequality with p = 1/(1 + ~t), q = - 1/ct to get 
~j ~ ~ kJ3(bl/(t+al)JtJ~ / "(~j 2J/~) -~ 
The second series converges ince ~ < 0, so 
f(t) <~ aka(exp(kabl/tl+~t)) 1+~ : akaexp[ksbl/tl+~)t]. [] 
Theorem 4.2. There is precisely one function X: [0, oo)--, (,Se) * that solves Eq. (1.1). 
Proof. Let X and Y be two solutions of (1.1). Let Z(t) = X(t) - Y(t). Then 
Z (t) = f l  K (t, s) Z (s) dB (s), 
so for all t ~> 0 and ~ e 6e(R), 
SZ(t, ¢) = f l  K(t, s) ~ (s) SZ (s, ¢) ds. 
Fix ~ e 6e(~), and let f ( t )  = [SZ(t,~)[. Then 
<~ A f i  (t - f(t) s)" f (s)ds. 
By Theorem 4.1,f(t) = 0 for all t f> 0. This means that SZ(t, ~) = 0 for all t >i 0 and all 
(e  5~(~), so Z(t) = S-a(0)  = 0. Therefore X(t) = Y(t) for all t. [] 
5. Continuity of the solution 
In this section we consider additional conditions that can be imposed on the kernel 
K(t,s) to ensure that the solution of Eq. 0.1) is well-behaved as a function of t. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that K(t,s) is a kernel satisfying [K(t,s)[ <<. A(t - S) -1/2 on 
{(t,s): t ~> 0, 0 ~< S < t}. Assume that K has the additional property that if(tn) c [0, m)  
is a sequence converging to t, then 
f l  t" [K (t,s) - K (t,,s)l ds -~ 0 
as n ~ oo . Assume also that the map t ~-~ IT(t, ~) is continuous for each ~ ~ £,'~ (R ). Then 
the solution X ( t) of Eq. (1.1) is strongly sequentially continuous; that is, if (tn) = [0, m)  
converges to t, then X (tn) converges to X(t) in the strong topology of (~9~) *.
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We remark that if K(t,s)= (t -  s) -x/2, then K satisfies the hypotheses of this 
theorem. For example, if t. > t then 
f l ]K ( t , s ) -K ( t . , s ) [ds= 2( J -  x/~. + x//~. - t) +0" 
Proof. We first show that the Sa-transformed quation has a solution that is sequen- 
tially time-continuous. Recall that the mapping F has a fixed point in the Banach 
space E.. Let 
Ea, c = {U E E,: t ~ u(t, ~) is continuous for each ~ e Sac(R)}. 
It is clear that Ea, c is a linear subspace of Ea. 
Lemma. Ea, c is closed in E,. 
Proof. Let (u.) c Ea,c such that u. --* u in the norm of E.. Then 
1 
suplu. - ul(t, ~) exp( - t [L t~l~]  1/~1+~)) --, O. 
,,~ 1 + I ?(0,~)1 
Fix ~ e 6ec(R), and let t e [0, T] with T < oo. Then the inequality above says that 
u.(t) converges to u(t) uniformly on [0, T ]. Thus u. converges to u uniformly on every 
compact subset of [0, oo). Therefore ue E.,c. [] 
Lemma. F maps E. into E,, c. 
Proof. Let u e Ea and fix ~ ~ Sac(R). Let (t,) c [0, oo) converge to t. Then 
IFu(t, ¢) - fu ( t . ,  ¢)1 
fo ~< I f ( t ,~) -  f(t. ,~)l + K(t,s)~(s)u(s,~)ds 
- f i "K(t . ,s )~(s)u(s ,  Qds  
I i  A t~ 
~< I f(t,~) - f ( t . ,  ~)1 + IK(t,s) - K(t . ,s ) l ' l~(s)u(s ,~) lds 
j ~t V t N + IK(t v t. ,s)l l¢(s)u(s,~)lds. 
lath 
Since ue E~, lu(s,~)l ~< Klexp(KES 2 I~1~,~) for some fl and 7. So if 
T = max{t , t . ;ne  N} and ~ is fixed, then ]u(s,~)l ~< Kte  cr for all s ~< t v t.. So 
~i 
^ t. 
I Fu ( t ,~) -Fu( t . ,~) l  <~ I f ( t ,~) -  f(t . ,~)l  + Ce,, IK ( t , s ) -K ( t . , s ) lds  
~ t V t.  + ACe, r (t v t. -- s)-~/2 ds. 
dtAtn 
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The first and second terms go to 0 as n ~ oo by hypothesis. The third term is equal to 
2x/(t v t.) - (t A t.), which also goes to 0 as n --* oo. Therefore Fu(t, ~) is continuous 
in t for each fixed ~ e 5ec(~). []  
Proof  of Theorem 5.1 (continued). Now since F maps Ea into E .... then the unique 
fixed point of F must be in Ea, c; that is, if v e Ea solves Eq. (1.5), then v is continuous in 
t, for each fixed ~. Let ( t . )~  t and let v , (~)= v(t,, ~), v(~)= v(t, ~). Then v, ~ v 
point-wise on 5%(R). Also 
[Vn(~)[ ~< KtexpK2t#[~l~, r  <~ Kt  eK~TI¢I2 for all n. 
By a theorem in Potthoff  (1991), S -  1 (v.) ~ S -  1 (v) in the strong topology of (re)*. 
But S- tv ,  = X(t.) and S- iv  = X(t). [] 
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